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                      Limerick  Feb. 6 /55
Dear Sister
                              After a tolerable ride, we arrived, 
as Lucia wished me to say, "in sweet Limerick safe & sound"
although we came rather slowly but that only made the
ride the longer and our suppers the better and sleep sweeter
but I think it is rather a hard way of of obtaining
appetite and repose. We caught no colds but the cold
almost put his claws on us
I paid away your money the same evening and will
inclose the receipt. The Factory matter, I hope, will
be settled, the paper at the banks are already taken
up and the stockholders meet Wednesday to ascertain 
what they will do. Some two or three creditors are
not willing to take forty per cent, but they hold only
about fifteen hundred dollars and that is a trifle
compared with the whole debt.
Dr. Libby Sunday at 11 & 1/2 o'clock. He is to be burried
buried tomorrow.  Mrs. Libby, herself, is almost sick,
and did not sleep any since Thursday until
last night and she slept but little then as I 
know, for I staied there and she was awake often 
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7" Mr. Cole came in last evening and interrupted my pen.
I have been in the office and at the funeral, which was attended
by a full house in the church; and this evening I carried
home the "children of  Mauve" and then made a call
on Lucia. She intends to go home Friday, via Saco,
in Obrien's stage arriving at the depot about an half hour
before the last train passes for Boston. I try to persuade
her to remain longer but do not think strange that she
should prefer B. to L.
Mr. Cole intends to exchange with Mr. Garmon next
Sunday.
Mr. Baker has gone to the association, and Monday he
notified Mr. Cole that he should bring their difficulty
before that body. Mr. Cole himself could not go, on
account of the funeral but sent a letter to Mr. Orr of
Alfrend Alfred, and stated the facts as he understood
them. Mr. Baker had told Mr. Orr of the matter and
he had written to Mr. Cole in a kind impartial way
and Mr. Cole's letter was a reply.
No new teacher is engaged and Mr. Berry cannot
be obtained
I wrote on the preceding page of a factory meeting
I did not attend as it came durring the funeral
and perhaps there was not any, but there proberbly
was. It was not intended to be legal but only a consid-
                                                                          (-ation
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"The Circle" meets tomorrow at Mrs. B. Gilpatrick's
and therefore I am not now supposed to be posted
in news but I think that Limerick is Limerick,
but I forgot that "Aunt Abigail" is not so well.
Other topics being exhausted, permit me to introduce
Mr. Weather, who under circumstances keeps cool.
He met with a great accident yesterday, for he
fell 15° below 0. was so disabled that he could
                                                        thought
not rise this morning and everybody, ^ that he
was worse than yesterday. Appearances now look
as if he would slow up and if shuch such
should be the case, I fear that we shall find
his particles flying in the air, proberly of a
white appearance, but if he should appear in
ligi "liquor" we may say that he is "hot" com=
pared with today.
Solitude reigns triumphant
                Mother & I send love to all.
                                                       S. Freeman.
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